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THE PREMIER
PHARMACEUTICAL
ORDERING PLATFORM

CUTTING EDGE TOOLS
I especially like the Watchlist tool for
shorted items with custom parameters!
No other site I have seen offers that.
David, LA

COMPETITIVE PRICING
PharmSaver is an amazing alternative
when your wholesaler doesn't give you
competitive pricing on generic drugs.
Brian S., PA

REMAIN COMPLIANT
I would recommend their services to
anyone who wants to save money, while
buying drugs & also remaining compliant
with their primary wholesaler.
Kirtan P.

WELCOME TO
PHARMSAVER
PharmSaver™ is a client-driven company that
saves US pharmacies time and money. Our
systems are easy to use, powerful, feature rich
and simply the best pharmaceutical ordering
system available.
We offer a one stop shop that connects your
pharmacy to a dynamic marketplace of 14
pharmaceutical wholesalers and we do it in a
way that enhances, not restricts, your current
ordering process. You set the rules and we find
the best prices. With no wholesaler affiliations
we guarantee an unbiased marketplace.

While you can enter one item at a time,
PharmSaver is the only online service
that lets you upload a primary wholesaler
purchase order and compare against
current pricing of other wholesalers. In
seconds we can compare hundreds of
pharmaceuticals against more than a
dozen wholesaler catalogs and deliver
the best price performance.

SHOP
YOUR WAY

PharmSaver also allows PO uploads in PDF and Excel files from
primary wholesalers. The system evaluates the pricing based on your
own customizable purchasing rules. PharmSaver compares dead net
pricing to over a dozen other wholesalers to maximize savings. We
analyze your complete purchase order in seconds.

PRIMARY
WHOLESALER
UPLOAD

With our GPI matching capability
you will always see if another NDC
of the same product can generate
savings. You will also have the
ability to set different savings
paramaters based on both NDC
and GPI matches. The system will
only suggest NDC changes with
your permission and only if your
savings threshold is met.

NDC GPI
MATCHING

REIMBURSEMENT
ALERT

Prospective Reimbursement Alert
provides the ability to analyze all items
in your purchase order against your
pharmacy’s choice of “MAC” databases.
Showing real time warnings of potential
negative margin situations along with
highlighting negative to positive margin
opportunities. Reimbursement Alert will
also identify “Short-Cycle” generics for
long term care pharmacies. PharmSaver
provides separate parameters specifically
for reimbursement challenges such as
Medicare Part D.

DRUG
SHORTAGES
IN STOCK

PharmSaver, with our access to inventories
throughout the supply chain, is able in
real time to identify all pharmaceutical
products in short supply on a daily basis.
We then customize this list to your
pharmacy not only identifying the items
but also create an easy to use tool to
order these products on PharmSaver. We
give you the ability, IN REAL TIME, to
both be aware of and procure products
that may be in shortage or backorder
elsewhere in the industry.

REMS ORDERING
Most pharmacists are now familiar with the FDA's required REMS
(Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy) program, used to manage
potential risks associated with specific medications.
At PharmSaver we want to make sure that when your pharmacy
orders a REMS drug you receive it in your normal ground or
overnight shipment without delay. To help remind pharmacies
and to provide certification information to partner wholesalers we
have implemented a REMS enhancement that makes it easy to
track certification.
We receive a file of pharmacies certified to order a REMS drug on
a daily basis. We use your pharmacy’s DEA and NPI to determine
your pharmacy’s status and notify the wholesaler when you place
your order on PharmSaver. Once your order is complete you will
see the order in your pharmacy's Order History. The REMs items
again show "Certified" or "Restricted".

SHORT DATE
OPPORTUNITY
We created the Short Date Opportunity
Purchasing Module in conjunction with
Datarithm™, an inventory control company.
The app analyzes your dispensing history
to identify buying opportunities at HUGE
savings - often over 80% of regular dating!
Using the app, you'll set purchase
parameters such as generic discount and
minimum inventory dating. We then calculate
not only what products to buy, but how
much to maximize your savings. We make it
fast and easy for you to find and purchase
the best short dated opportunities. But
you have to act fast as most items are only
available for a limited time.

QUICK CART
Quick Cart allows you to quickly
order high frequency items.
You can create a custom list of
items based on their NDC and
PharmSaver will find the best
prices for each one. Clicking on
the Shopping Cart will upload
the item with the price shown
directly to your cart. By creating a
list of commonly purchased items
you can save valuable time spent
searching.

MAXIMIZING YOUR
BOTTOM LINE
PharmSaver Success Stories
I love PharmSaver for their great
pricing and great customer
service. Any time you need
something they are always
willing to go the extra mile to
ensure your satisfaction and
help you with any questions or
concerns you may have.
-Ashley B. Woodway, TX

PharmSaver has been a "knight in
shining armor" in saving us money. I
don't have the time to talk with all the
generic wholesalers and Pharmsaver
has not only saved us money, but also
valuable time. We look to Pharmsaver
first then check it against our primary
wholesaler, needless to say, 9 out of 10
times we order from PharmSaver.

PharmSaver’s tools allow us to do
what was before impossible, to
check a dozen wholesalers to make
sure we’re getting the best price
before we buy. In the current state
of independent pharmacy, we view
them as an essential partner and I
would recommend them to every
pharmacy owner.

-John D. Hillsboro, IL

- Marshall M. Midwest City, OK

MANUFACTURER PARTNERS

WHOLESALER PARTNERS

